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Across
1. people who dig for minerals underground
3. a long period with little or no rain
5. places where people can buy and drink alcohol
6. the sending out of lava, ash, steam, and gas
from a volcano
9. a wooden frame used to hang criminals
11. a story handed down from long ago that is
often based on some facts but cannot be proven
true
13. a large amount of money
14. dark prison cells, usually underground
15. rotted
17. left empty; no longer used
20. supernatural creatures, such as ghosts
22. people born in Cambodia; they ruled much of
Southeast Asia from the 800s to the 1400s
26. scientists who learn about ancient times by
studying things they dig up, such as old buildings,
tools, and pottery 
27. a Scottish word for a narrow alley

Down
2. being not guilty of a crime or wrongdoing
3. places where people live; homes
4. holy, religious
5. people who live and make a home in a new
place
7. having unhappiness or bad luck
8. a mixture of water and tiny bits of rock that
hardens as it dries
10. a deadly disease that is spread by fleas and
rodents such as rats
12. prisoners
15. left empty or alone
16. people who have broken the law
18. very old
19. scattered pieces of something that has been
destroyed
21. an area that has been settled by people from
another country and is ruled by that country
23. men who have devoted their lives to God and
are part of a religious community
24. tiny volcanic pieces of rock and minerals



Down
25. a small stream


